SAFETY INFORMATION
(Read and understand all safety information before using the

MR-50 Steam - Vac)
1. Make sure the power outlet is rated to correct voltage for the MR-50
Steam - Vac.
2. Do not leave the MR-50 Steam -Vac unattended when plugged in to wall
outlet.
3. Use the MR-50 Steam - Vac only for its intended use and only as described
in this users guide.
4. Never operate the MR-50 Steam - Vac in dry steam or wet steam modes
without water in the tank. This can cause permanent damage to the water
pump and void the warranty.
5. Never operate the MR-50 Steam - Vac with a damaged power cord.
6. Do not handle the MR-50 Steam - Vac with wet hands.
7. Never allow water / liquid level in the removable dust collection reservoir to
fill past the MAX level.
8. Do not use without the water tank cap in place.
9. The MR-50 Steam - Vac is for residential use only.
10. The MR-50 Steam - Vac emits steam and may heat up some areas of the
unit during use.
11. Always make sure the dust collection reservoir and dust collection filter
are in place before use.
12. Always operate the MR-50 Steam - Vac in a horizontal position when
extracting liquid.
13. When operating do not turn the MR-50 Steam - Vac upside down.
14. Never use the power cord for carrying or lifting the machine.
15. Use close supervision when used around children.
16. Never immerse the MR-50 Steam - Vac in water or other liquids.
17. Never fill the water tank with anything other than water. Using any
additives such as cleaners or perfumes will damage the machine and void
the warranty.
18. Do not overfill the water tank. Use measuring cup and fill to MAX line
on tank.
19. Do not put hands or body parts over the steam outlet or into the vacuum
inlet.
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PARTS
1. Dust collection filter x 2.

Captures and filters small dust particles. Easily removable and washable.

2. Nylon carpet and upholstery brush x 1.
Use with steam for scrubbing stains on most any surface.

3. Smooth surface squeegee x 1.
Use on smooth surfaces to remove spills.

4. Steam outlet cleaning tool X 1.

For cleaning mineral deposits from the steam outlet hole.

5. Measuring / filling cup x 1.
For easy filling of the water tank.

6. Removable Dust Collection Reservoir x 1.

Holds both wet and dry spills. Easily removed for cleaning.

MR -50 Steam - Vac Features
Easy Glide Wheels

Helps to position and glide over spills for optimal cleaning results.

Water Tank

Holds 300cc of water to supply continuous steam.

Selector Switch

Four positions wet steam for deep stains, dry steam for general cleaning, off, and Vacuum for
powerful wet - dry vacuum.

Specifications

Model: MR-50
Power Supply: 120v 60hz
Vacuum Motor: 120w
Vacuum Suction: .05bar
Heating Element Power: 1300w
Steam Pressure: 1.2bar
Volume Of Water Tank: 300cc
Pre Heating Time 20-30sec
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OPERATION
WET - DRY VACUUM

WET STEAM
DRY STEAM

1. Slide the power switch to Vacuum mode.

OFF
VACUUM

2. Using the easy glide wheels, position the MR-50 Steam - Vac over the
spill (wet or dry) until it has been removed and stored into the removable
dust collection reservoir.
3. When using on dry spills you can use the MR-50 Steam - Vac with or
without the Nylon brush. Use the nylon brush to aid in agitating the spill
area by inserting it into the mouth of the MR-50 Steam - Vac.
4. When using on wet spills ALWAYS use the smooth surface squeegee by
inserting it into the mouth of the MR-50 Steam - Vac. The squeegee is to be
used on all surfaces to remove wet spills.

DRY STEAM / WET STEAM
*Dry Steam mode produces a steam with less moisture and is used for
sanitizing and light stain removal.
*Wet Steam mode produces a steam with heavy moisture and is used to
help saturate and soak the stained area to aid in removal.
1. Fill the water tank using the supplied measuring cup to the
MAX fill line. Using distilled or purified water will help prevent
scale and mineral deposits and extend the life of the machine.
(Never use any additives such as cleaners or perfumes in the
water tank).
2. Slide the power switch to Dry Steam or
Wet Steam mode.

WET STEAM

WET STEAM

DRY STEAM

DRY STEAM

OFF

OFF

VACUUM

VACUUM

MAX

3. After 20 seconds the MR-50 Steam - Vac
will produce ultra heated, sanitizing steam. (Steam will not start
immediately. Steam starts in approximately 20 seconds after the power
switch is set to a steam mode. This 20 second delay is to allow the
internal heating element to reach maximum temperature).

STAIN REMOVAL
Follow these three steps for removing all spills and stains. EXTRACT...
STEAM... EXTRACT.
EXTRACT: Position the MR-50 Steam - Vac over the spill to remove as much
of the original spill as possible following the directions in the WET - DRY
VACUUM section above.
STEAM: Use the dry or wet steam mode along with the nylon brush to
saturate, sanitize and remove the stained area.
EXTRACT: Position the MR-50 Steam - Vac over the spill following the
directions in the WET - DRY VACUUM section above until it has been
removed and stored into the removable dust collection reservoir.
*Note: In most cases the power of steam will be able to eliminate the stain with the lowest possible
risk of damaging fabrics and carpets. Always use cleaning chemicals as a last resort and color test
in a concealed area first.
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CLEANING THE MR-50 STEAM VAC

(Make sure the MR-50 Steam - Vac is unplugged from outlet)
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DUST COLLECTION RESERVOIR
A. Rubber Gaskets x 2
B. Dust collection Filter
C. Plastic Dust Filter Adapter
D. Dust collection Reservoir

1.To remove the dust collection reservoir by releasing the locking tab
located on the underside and between the easy glide wheels.
2. Always have the MR-50 Steam - Vac nozzle facing the ground when
removing the dust collection reservoir.
3. Rinse the washable dust filter and dust collection reservoir under
running hot water. Allow dust filter to dry completely before use.

STEAM OUTLET
Clean the steam outlet hole using the supplied tool to remove any mineral
deposits or build up. The steam outlet hole is located on the underside
and between the easy glide wheels.

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
WET - DRY VACUUM
1. Connect power cord to a known good wall outlet.
2. Slide power switch to the vacuum mode.
3. Check power cord for any damage. (If damaged do not operate, have
cord replaced by a qualified technician).
4. Empty the dust collection reservoir and remove any blockage in the
dust tank mouth.
5. Clean or replace the dust filter.

DRY STEAM / WET STEAM

1. Connect power cord to a known good wall outlet.
2. Make sure water tank is filled.
3. Check power cord for any damage. (If damaged do not operate, have
cord replaced by a qualified technician).
4. Slide power switch to the dry steam or wet steam mode.
5. Clean steam outlet with supplied tool. (Make sure the MR-50
Steam - Vac is unplugged from outlet during cleaning)
6. Wait 20 seconds for steam to be produced.
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REPAIRS
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What do I do if the machine or an accessory becomes damaged or broken?
Visit www.vapamore.com for a complete list of parts and accessories available for
purchase or simply call us at 480-951-8900 or E-mail us at info@vapamore.com to
purchase replacement parts or schedule a repair. WE ARE HERE TO HELP...
IMPORTANT : Do not return to the place of purchase for warranty or repairs. Only
Vapamore is authorized to facilitate all repairs to keep the highest quality and ETL
standards. Repairs or tampering by any other party will void the Warranty.

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

$15.00
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7464 East Tierra Buena Ln Suite 108
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
tel. 480.951.8900 / fax. 480.951.8902
www.vapamore.com

